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We study here relations between different Prikry extensions of the same ground 
model M. It yields some information on the degrees of constructibility relative to 
M of the different Prikry sequences. 
Let a, o’ be two Prikry sequences over M. Then (i) M[a’] is strictly included in 
M[a] iff a’\ CJ is finite and cr\o’ is infinite; (ii) M[a U a’] is the least model of ZF 
containing M, o and u’, and M[a fl a’] is equal to M[a] rl M[a’]. Hence the least 
upper bound and the greatest lower bound of the M-degrees {a, a’} are 
respectively u U u’ and u fl u’. 
The infinite case is more interesting: in M[u] no countable increasing (or 
decreasing) sequence of M-degrees of Prikry sequences can admit a least upper 
bound (or a greatest lower bound). 
Let (a,: n < w) E M[u], where, for IE < w, a, is Prikry generic. There is a 
sequence (E,: it < w) of subsets of o such that, u, =fin &, n < w. If m E mu is 
increasing, then we denote by E, the set lJ,,, (En fl [m(n), m(n + l)[). 
We first deal with countable unions of Prikry extensions: we assume that 
(u,:n<w)=(ul &: n < w) satisfies M[u,]s M[u,+J for IZ C w. Given A E 
M[u], we denote respectively by M(A) and M[A] the models L(M U TC(A)) and 
l(M u TC({AJ)). 
Let B = {s E [K]“: 3n E ws = fin a,} (K is the measurable cardinal used in the 
definition of Prikry forcing). 
Proposition. 
The models U,,, M[u,], M({ a,: n < w}) and M[B] have same se& of ordinals. 
We deduce that (a,: n C o) does not admit a least upper bound and that 
M(B) and M[B] cannot satisfy the axiom of choice. Moreover, the next 
proposition holds. 
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Proposition. M(B) and M[B] do not satisfy the axiom of countable choice. 
Let M = L[U]. Then, referring to Jensen’s covering property, we show that in 
M(B) (or in M[B]) no inner model of the axiom of countable choice can satisfy the 
covering property. 
In the absence of AC, Jech has shown that two models of ZF with same sets of 
ordinals can be different. We prove here that, according to the definition of 
(E,,: n < o), the models M(B) and M[B] may be equal or different. 
Concerning countable intersections: decreasing sequences of degrees, we 
obtain similar results. Let ( a,, : n < w ) be such that, for any n < CO, a, = c&, and 
M[o,+~] s M[o,l, and let D = {s E [K]“: 3m E Oos =fin c&}. 
Proposition. 
The mod& U,+,,- W&l, MC{&_: m E wo}) and M[D] have same sets of 
ordinals. 
This implies that the sequence of M-degrees (a,:. n < w ) does not admit a 
greatest lower bound. Again M(D) and M[D] cannot satisfy AC but they do 
satisfy the axiom of dependent choice. This provides new examples of the fact 
that ZF + DC does not suffice to prove Dodd and Jensen’s covering lemma for 
L[U]. The models M(D) and M[D] can be equal or different. 
Finally we consider in M[u] sequences of M-degrees of Prikry sequences of 
length wl. Then one can produce examples of increasing sequences of M-degrees 
with no least upper bound, and examples admitting one. The same is true for 
decreasing sequences. For instance, there exists (a,: a: < wl) in M[u] such that, 
for (Y < wl, u,+~ s fin o, and n,<,, M[G] = M. 
We mention when some results or methods can be adapted to deal with 
Mathias forcing. 
0. Basic facts 
Throughout this paper, our ground model M will satisfy ZFC. We first recall a 
few basic facts about Prikry and Mathias forcing. 
Let K be measurable in M and let U be a normal K-ultrafilter in M. 
Definition 0.1 (Prikry [ll]). Let P = {(s, X): s E [K]<~, X E U, min(X) > 
max(s)} be Prikry forcing. The partial order on P is defined by (s, X) s (t, Y) if 
ccs, XcYands\tcY. 
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Definition 0.2 (Mathias [lo]). Let P = {(s, X): s E [o]<~, X infinite co, 
min(X) > max(s)} be Mathias forcing. If F is a Ramsey ultrafilter on o, then we 
call the following set of conditions Ramsey Muthias forcing: Pr = {(s, X): s E 
[a~]<~, X E F, min(X) > max(s)}. 
Definition 0.3. If G c P is a filter, let CG = lJ {s: 3X (s, X) E G}. 
Conversely, if a is an arbitrary o-sequence in K (or in w), let G, be the filter 
{(s,X)EP:scacsUX}. 
If G is P-generic, then G = Gc,. We often equate sets of ordinals of order-type 
o with o-sequences. 
Proposition 0.4 (Mathias [9, lo], Prikry [ll]). Let P be Prikry or Muthias 
forcing. Zf (s, X) E P and Q1 is any formula of the Forcing language, then there is 
Y c X such that (s, Y) decides cp. 
One has the following characterization of generic sets. 
Proposition 0.5 (Mathias [9, lo]). Let P be Prikry or Ramsey Muthius forcing. Zf 
a is an w-sequence, then G, is P-generic iff VX E U (or X E F Ramsey ultrafilter) 
3n < w such that Vp 2 n, a(p) E X. 
In particular, if a is infinite cCo, G generic, then G, is also generic (this 
property is also true for Muthias forcing). 
We shall be mainly concerned with Prikry forcing but we shall mention when 
the results can be adapted to Mathias forcing. 
Notation. We write (i) X xfin Y for (X\ Y) finite; (ii) X =fin Y for (X A Y) finite. 
1. General results 
Let G and H be 
WGI. 
P-generic over M such that C, c CG. We compare M[H] and 
Lemma 1.1. (a) Zf G, H are Prikry generic over M and such that C, c Co, then 
M[G] is a generic extension of M[H]. 
(b) If G, H are Muthias generic over M and such that C, = CGl, for E c w and 
E E M, then the same conclusion hohis. 
We give the proof of (a). (b) is slightly more complicated but uses similar 
arguments. 
Proof of (a). Let E c w and let (nk: k < w) be an increasing enumeration of E. 
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Definition 1.2. For s E [K]<~, let sE be defined by s&k) = S(Q) when nk E 
dam(s). 
If p = (s, X), then PE = (sE, X). 
Definition 1.3. For X E U, let sh(X) = { (Y EX: a limit point of X} (‘sh’ for 
shrunk). If X E U, then sh(X) E U. 
If G is P-generic over M, then we consider the following poset. 
Definition 1.4. PE(e) = {q = (s, X) E P: qE E (? and Vk < o I[C&k), C&k + l)] 
n(Sux)p~k+l-t2k+1}. 
So let us take for E the set {n < w: C,(n) E C,} (we consider C, as a sequence 
and C, as a set). We notice that G c P,(H) and we claim that G is P,(H) generic 
over M[H]. 
Let P and PE(I’) be canonical P-names such that for any P-generic G’, 
(I’)G = G and (PE(I’))c = PE(G) (‘f 1 a is any P-name, (a)G is the interpretation of 
a modulo the generic filter G). 
Let D E M[H] be dense in P,(H) and let d be a P-name for D so that 
D = (A)H. There is p. = (so, X0) E H such that p. II A dense in P,(T). We have 
so c C, c so U X0. Since G is P-generic and X0 E U, C, cfin X0. Let no < o be 
such that Vn sn, C,(n) E X0. We consider q. = (Cn fl CG(no), X0 rl 
[Cc(no), K[). Then q. spa and there exists q. E G such that q. = cjo,. 
Classically we have to show that the following set is dense in P below 
qo: b = {q E P: 3 3p (r IId E A), q sp and qE < r}. This will imply b tl G #fB. 
Let q E b II G and let r, p be as above. Then p E G and r E H, therefore 
p E D n G and we shall be done. 
So let fj sqo. Let us define gE. *P+ P as follows: if p = (s, X), then 
gE(p) = (SE, sh(X)). We have gE(q) s 6~ s c?O,. 
Claim 1.5. For any p E P, gE(p) Itp’ E P&T). 
Proof. Let p = (s, X). If K is P-generic and such that gE(p) E K, then sE c C, c 
SE U sh(X). Since gE(p) cpE, we get that pE E K. Hence by definition of sh(X), 
one has IICK(k), C,(k + l)] tl (s U X)] 2 nk+l - nk + 1, for all k < cu. So p E 
P,(K). Cl Claim 1.5 
So gE(4) IF4 E P,(r) and A dense in PE(r). Since 1 IF P,(r) c P, there is 
r < gE(q) and p < q such that r It~5 E A. It remains to show that there is q E P 
such that q sp and qE 6 r. Let r = (s, X), p = (t, Y). 
Claim 1.6. We have fE c s c tE U Y and for any k < w, 
([s(k), s(k + I)] n (f u Y)( 2 &+l - nk + 1. 
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Proof. Let K be any P-generic filter over A4 such that r E K. Then p E P,(K). 
Hence pE E K and ][CK(k), c,(k + 1) rl (t U Y)I 5 nk+l - nk + 1, for all k < 0. 
r E K and pE E K, respectively, imply s c CK c S U X and tE c C, c fE U Y. 
Let us assume ]fE] > Is]. Let t&l) = x. Take y E X, y > x and consider 
r’ = (s - y, X\(y + 1)). If r’ E R where Z? is P-generic over 44, then also r E R. 
But p 4 P,(K) since C&l) = y #t&l), which yields a contradiction. Hence 
necessarily tE c s c tE U Y. 
Since r E K, we have s(k) = CK(k) when defined. We thus obtain I[s(k), s(k + 
i)]n(tUY)Isnk+,-nk+l. Cl Claim 1.6 
Hence given these properties of p and r, we have to construct q such that q s p 
and qE s r. We can represent the situation in Fig. 1. The points designed by a dot 
are deduced from t and s, those designed by a cross are obtained from the fact 
that I[s(k), s(k + l)] n (t U Y)I 3 nk+l - nk + 1. timma 1.1 follows. 0 
It is possible to prove a kind of converse to Lemma 1.1. Let H be P-generic 
over M and let P,(H) be defined from H and some set E c o, E E M, then any 
G c P,(H) which is P,(H) generic over M[H] is also P-generic over M. 
This also extends to Mathias forcing by using Mathias characterization of 
P-generic filters [lo]: G is generic iff for any maximal almost disjoint family 9 of 
subsets of w, there is X E 9 such that CG cfin X. 
We deduce the next lemma from Lemma 1.1. 
Lemma 1.7. (a) Zf G, H are Prikry generic over M such that C, c Co and 
C, ffin Co, then Co cannot be included in M[H] in any set of cardinal@ <K. 
(b) Zf o is a Mathias generic sequence over M, then for any E E M, E fs, w, 
o $ Mk&l. 
Proof. (a) Let us assume there exists X E M[H] such that Cc CX and 1x1 <K. 
Then since V, rl M[H] = V, n M[G] = V, n M, necessarily CG E M[H]. Hence to 
t Y 
P . . . . . . ” ” #% CI 
tE c Y PE . . . 
8 X 
r . . . . . 
XflY 
9 0 0 0 0 0 0 x l x 0 [y------ 
. . . . . . . . . . . 
n 
0 “4 “2 “3 “4 
Fig. 1. 
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show (a) it suffices to prove that, if E = {n < w: Co(n) E C,} is {Q: k < o}, then 
for any p E P,(H), there are pl, p 2 6p in P,(H) which are incompatible. 
Let p = (s, X) E P,(H). Let kO < o be so that Vk Z- kO C,(k) E sh(X). For any 
k 3 k,,, we thus have IX rl [C,(k), Cu(k + l)]] > TZ~+~ - nk + 1, and we can find 
pl, pz “p incompatible and in P,(H). 
(b) As for PGkry forcing, GO is P’(G,l,) generic over M[al,] (where P,(H) is 
the equivalent Mathias notion). Let p = (s, X) E P,(G,l,). Let us assume there is 
kO < w such that if a, is the increasing enumeration of range(&), for any k 2 kO 
IX fI [o,(k), o,z(k + I)]] = nk+l - nk + 1. Since G,, is generic, either u cfin X or 
cr~,X=. But c&c fin X. Hence u cfin X. So we would get X =fin a, which is 
absurd. Hence we can find pl, pz up in P,(G+) incompatible. q 
Part of (a) can be obtained by an iterated ultrapower technique as will be 
shown after Proposition 4.14. 
Let us consider the following notion due to Jensen: an inner model N satisfies 
the covering property if, for any set of ordinals X in the universe, there exists Y 
in N such that Xc Y and IYI = IX].&. 
Let CT be any Prikry generic sequence over M. Then by Lemma 1.7, any 
u’ E M[u] which is Prikry generic over M is such that u’ c,=,,, u. Hence in M[u], if 
u’ is generic so that u’ ZAn u, then M[u’] does not satisfy the covering property. 
We notice that M[u’] and M[a] have same cardinalities and cofinalities. 
Let us define among sets of ordinals the following relation: x < y iff x E L[y] 
and (L[x] does not satisfy the covering property)‘tY1. Restricted to reals, this 
relation is classical and known to be well-founded. 
Let M ==” N, n < w, denote the Z,, elementary equivalence of the two models 
M and N. 
Fact 1.8. The following are equiconsistent: (a) there exists a measurable cardinal; 
(b) there are x, y such that x 2 y and L[x], L[y] have same cardinals; 
(c) < is ill-founded; 
(d) there are x, y such that x < y and L[x] =4 L[y]. 
Proof. Lemma 1.7 gives (a)-*(b). For (a)+(c), let us take (a,: n < o) such 
that for any n < o, a,, is a Prikry sequence over L[U], a,,, c a,, and u,+~ Zfi, a,. 
Concerning (a)+(d), two Prikry extensions of the same ground model are 
elementary equivalent, this has been noticed in [2] using the oth iterated 
ultrapower of the ground model. Reformulated in the context of a ground model 
M, this gives the following lemma. 
Lemma 1.9. Let Q, be any formula such that if G, H are Prikry (or Ramsey 
Math&) generic over M and such that Co =fin C,, then for x EM, one has 
M[Gl b cp(x, G) f, cp(x, H). 
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Then the following hola%: for any G generic, M[G] Cr &x, G) iff {p E P: p II 
rp(x, r)} i.s dense in P. 
Proof. From left to right: suppose it is false. Then there is p = (s, X) such 
that for any 4 6p, q V cp(x, r). Let 4 = (f, 8) up force lq(x, r). There is 
no < w such that Vn 2 no C,(n) E x. Hence we can choose a generic filter H 
such that C, =fin C, and 4 E H. But then M[H] = M[G] t=lrp(x, H), contradic- 
tion. 0 Lemma 1.9 
Let us show now (b)-*(a). Let x, y be such that x <y and L[x], L[y] have 
same cardinals. 
- If(K) Lb1 = ( K)L[yl (where K denotes the core model, see [3, 41 for definitions 
and proofs), then we are done, since, in L[y], K does not satisfy the covering 
property. 
- Otherwise let X be a minimal mouse (see [3]) such that X E L[y] \L[x]. Let A 
be the critical point of X, and let (Xi: i E Ord), (Ai: i E Ord) be obtained by 
iteration. Then by Dodd and Jensen methods (see [3]), P(Ai) fl (K)“[“] c P(Ai) f~ 
Xi, for i E Ord. 
We now argue in L[y] and define inductively: p. = least cardinal >A, 
,un+r = (,)+ and p= sup{p,,: n < w}. Then A, = p. Hence we have (K)“l”] l= ~1 
regular. But since L[x] and L[y] h ave same cardinals, necessarily, L[x] k cf(p) = 
w, and (K does not satisfy the covering property)Ltxl. 
We deal now with (c) + (a). Let ( x,:n<o) be such that for any n<w, 
Xn+l +a. 
- If there exists no < o such that (K)Llxnl = (K)Llxn+ll, then we are done since (K 
does not satisfy the covering property)‘t+l holds. 
- Otherwise, for all n < w, (K)Ltxn+ll s (K)Ltxnl. For A regular >w, let QA = 
lJ {N: N is a mouse with critical point A and ~p$~)+l< A}. Then Q, = .$ where 
FA is the club filter on A, and HF c QA (see [3] for all these results). Since 
(X) ‘lx.+ll s (K)“[“], there must exist A, regular such that (Ht)‘[xn+ll 5 (Ht)“[xn]. 
Let 1 regular > all A,, n < o. Then (Qx)~‘“~+‘~ 5 (Q#“nl, for any n < o. If 
(Q3 'M =.I& for n < o, then the sequence (5,: n < w) must be strictly 
decreasing. We got a contradiction. 
Let us prove now (d)+ (c). Let x1 2 x0 and L[x,] cz2 L[x,]. It suffices to show 
that L[xo] sr, L[xr] implies (K) Lb01 = (K)L[x’l. Let us assume (K)L[xll 5 (K)L[xol. 
There exists a 2’, formula q such that q(M, wr) iff M is a mouse (wl is needed 
for the iterability requirement). Hence for any x, y such that y E L[x], 
‘there is a mouse in L[x]\L[y]’ iff L[x] l= 3M (q(M, or) A VaM $J,[y]). 
u = w1 is a fl, statement. Hence there is 8 E & such that 
‘there is a mouse in L[x]\L[y]’ iff L[x] b B(y). 
By using a truth definition for Z; formulas, one can check that there is a ,& 
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formula 6 such that for any X, y with y E L[x], 
Now L[x,] i=3y (B(y) A 8(y)). S’ mce L[x,] =z2 L[x,], this is also true in 
L[x,]: L[x,] b 3y (8(y) A g(y)). Let x2 be such an element. Then Z&V,] =zz L[x,] 
and (K)Llxzl 5 (K)‘lxll. 
This way we construct by induction a sequence (x,: 12 < w) such that 
(K) ‘%n+ll f (K)“l”+ We h ave seen in the proof of (c)+(a) that this is 
impossible. 0 Fact 1.8 
2. Finite unions and intersections 
If a0 and u1 are Prikry or Mathias generic over M, then r(u, x a,) (where r is 
the canonical bijection between Ord X Ord and Ord) is the least upper bound of 
{ao, al} considered as M-degrees. In the case of Prikry forcing, we can also take 
a0 U ol. Let us turn now to intersections of generic extensions. 
Proposition 2.1. (a) Let Go, GI be Prikry generic over M. Then M[G,] rl 
M[GI = W&c, n G,l. 
(b) Let o be Math& generic over M, and let Eo, E, c w belong to M. Then 
M[ol,,] n M[o(,,] = M[&,nEIl if E. n 4 i.~ infinite, and M[&l n W&,1 = 
M[F,] otherwise, where F, is the filter {X c III: X E M and u cfi,, X}. 
Proof. Let y, yE, for E infinite E P(o) fl M, denote the canonical P-names such 
that for any generic G, (Y)~ = CG and (y& = CGIE. The following claim is 
inspired from [12]. 
Claim 2.2. Let p = (s, Y) 11 q+, YE), f or some formula q. Then for any t E [K]<" 
(or[w]<a, in the case of Math& forcing) such that It] = Is] and tE = SE, there exists 
2 c Y such that (t, Z) It- q@, yE). 
Proof. Let (s, Y) Il- ~(x’, yE) and let ItI = Is(, tE =sE. We assume that for no 
Z c Y, (t, Z) It q(X’, YE). Then by the fundamental property of Mathias and 
Prikry forcing (Proposition 0.4), this implies that there is Z. c Y \t so that 
(t, Z,) IIlq(x’, yE). Let G be generic and such that (s, Z,) E G. Then (s, Y) E G 
and hence M[G] i= &, Co(,). 
Let H be P-generic such that C,(k) = t(k) for k< It], C,(k)= Co(k), 
otherwise. Then (t, Z,) E H. Also since tE =sE, Cot,= Cm,. Hence M[H] k 
lq(x, C,iJ. But M[H] = M[G] and we got a contradiction. 0 Claim 2.2 
(a) If uo, u1 are Prikry generic over M, then u = a0 U u1 is also Prikry generic 
and we set E. = {n: u(n) E uo}, El = {n: u(n) E al} and E = E. fl El. 
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It suffices to show that M[&,] II M[al,,] and M[uIEonE,] have same sets of 
ordinals (the usual argument works for an intersection of models of ZF). 
Let 2 c Ord and A E M[al,,] II ~[al,,]. By A = cod(z,, oIEo), we mean that A 
is coded in M[oIEo] by z. E M. Let also A = cod@,, oIE,). Let A be a P-name for 
A relatively to o: A = (A),,. There is (al,, X) E G, so that (al,, X)ItA = 
cod@,, Y& = cod&, YE,). 
Claim 2.3. Let t be such that ul, c t, t\ul, c X, tlE = c&-,,~,. Zf (tl = n, then for 
any f E Ord, 
3Z(t, Z)Ik&A ifl 3Z(ul,, Z)Ik&A. 
Proof. From left to right: if (t, Z) IF 5 E A, then we have (t, Z nX) IF fi E 
coWo, yEO) and 5 E coWI, yEI). 
The idea of the proof is thus to take 5 such that, for example, ilED = tlEo and 
f(E, = &,““> we require also f\ olfi c X. We obtain the implications 
(t, Z) IF 5 E A + (t, Z rI X) IF 5 E cod&, yEO) (because t\al, c X) 
- (7, Z’) 115 E cod(-fo, Y&, for some Z’ c X (Claim 2.2), 
+ (i, Z’) IF 5 E cod& yE,) (because f\ ulrs c X) 
+ (oln, Z”) 115 E cod&, YE,), for Z” c Z’ (Claim 2.2), 
+ (al,, Z”) IF 5 E A (because (al,, X) E G,). 
But to respect to the increasing order, we have to do this in several (tedious) 
steps. Let E = {Q: k < CO}. We take care of each interval [nk, nzk+i[ successively. 
If t,,, is defined by t>,,(l) = t(nk + I), we assume we have shown 
32 (t, Z) II- 5 E A + 32 (ulnt - t,,,, Z) II- 5 E A. 
Let us consider r1 such that ti(Z) = ul,kct_(Z) if 1 #r~~+~ - 1, and 
r&Q+1 - 1) = sup{&+1 - I), o(Qc+1- I)]. 
Let us assume (ulnk-tant, Z) It- fi E A. We also suppose, for example, that 
(nk+i - 1) E Eo. Then rllE, = (u~,,-t~,~)~E,, also we have (&-tank, Z n X) s 
(al,, X). Hence (al,,-t,,,, Z fl X) II 5 E cod&, yEI), and by Claim 2.2, there is 
Z’ CX such that (ti, Z’)ltc E cod&, yEI). But (tl, Z’) s (&, X) because 
t, UC ulrs UX. Hence (tr, Z’) IF fi EA. Now we do the same for nk+i - 2, 
nk+l -3,..., nk + 2, and get some r so that 
Vm $ Ink, nk+l[Z(m)=u(,,-t,,,(m), h Ebk, nk+l[r(m)at(m)y u(m), 
t(nk + 1) = t(nk + I), (Z, x) s (U[A, x) and 3Z (r, Z) lk E EA. 
It suffices to define ?(nk + 1) = o(nk + l), f(m) = t(m), otherwise (which is 
possible by construction). By the same arguments, 32 (5, Z) IF 5 EA. It is is then 
possible to set ?(nk + 2) = o(nk + 2), e(m) = z(m), otherwise, and so on. 
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From right to left: let us assume that 32 (t, z) UL g E A. Then necessarily 
32, (t, zo) k 5 $A. By the above arguments, with $ instead of E, we get 
32 (u],, 2) II- .$ $ A, contradiction. Cl Claim 2.3 
Now one can check that, for any 5 E Ord, 
EEA iff 3n0Vn~no3Z(a!,, Z)k[EA. 
This can be expressed in M[a],] by 
.!jEA iff 3noZ=fiVn2n03tItl=n, c&ct, t\al,cX, 
flE = &nn and 32 (t, Z) It fi E A. 
(b) Case of Mathias forcing. For u Prikry generic, we have used the fact that if 
z is any Prikry name, and (JC),, c M, then for any x E M, 
x E (n)0 iff 3n, Vn 2 n, 32 (ul,, Z) It-X E z (*) 
This need not be true for Mathias forcing: if 6 is Mathias generic, then let 
F,={XCW:XEM and 5~~” X}. Let fi be the canonical P-name of F+ Then 
for any X E P(w) ll M, X infinite, for any t E [w]<~, (t, X) II k E I? 
But Mathias [lo] has shown that if u is Mathias generic over M, and F, is 
defined as above, then M[F,] II F, is a Ramsey ultrafilter, and also u is PF, generic 
over M[F,] (Pp. is the Ramsey Mathias forcing associated with F,). 
If &, El infinite E P(o) fl M, then F, = FOls = F+. Expression (*) is true for 
Ramsey Mathias forcing (because if (s, X), (s, Y) are conditions, then (s, X tl Y) 
is also a condition). Hence as in the case of Prikry forcing, we obtain: 
MElb~,l r-~ Wolbl~,l = MEA&,~E,I~ 
This concludes the proof of Proposition 2.1(b). Cl 
3. The model MB 
To study countable unions and intersections of generic extensions, let us 
introduce a few notions. From now on, we shall consider only Prikry or Ramsey 
Mathias forcing. 
Definition 3.1. Let -s be the equivalence relation on P-names defined by a -S b 
iff 3Z(s, z)Ita=b. 
Let a, be the equivalence class of a, we consider the structure MS = {us: a 
P-name}. Let Es be the relation on MS defined by a, Es b, iff 32 (s, Z) It- a E b. 
All these notions are defined in M. 
Claim 3.2. For any P-name a and any formula QJ, 
(MS, Es) k h,) $7 3Z 6, Z) IF v(u). 
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Proof. This is shown by induction on the complexity of cp, by applying the 
fundamental property of Prikry and Mathias forcing to prove the negation step 
(one needs a Ramsey ultrafilter for the conjunction). 0 
Hence for any S, (MS, ES) is a model of ZFC. 
- In the case of Prikry forcing, by w,-completeness of the ultrafilter, 
well-founded. 
Es is 
- In the case of Ramsey forcing, E, is ill-founded. Let y be the canonical name 
for the generic sequence and, for it < o, let a, be the canonical name (defined 
from y and S) such that for any generic sequence u, 
if inf(a\s) 3 12, 
otherwise. 
We take 2, = [sup@ U {n + l}), o[. Then for any 12 < w, (s, 2,) Ikant E a,. 
Claim 3.3. For any s, t, (MS, Es) and (M,, Et) are isomorphic. 
Proof. Let us show that for any s, (M8, EJ = (MS, Es). Let us consider the 
following functionals on P-names: 
cpS(a) = (~)y\Su~~)Y %(a) = @)s=, 
(by this we mean the canonical names b, b’ such that for any generic sequence a, 
@L = (a)a\sup(s) and (b’), = (a),-, if sup(s) < inf(a), undefined otherwise). We 
have the equivalences: 
32 (0, 2) It b E a iff 32 (s, Z) II- qs(b) E qs(a), 
32 (s, Z) It-b E a iff 32 (0, Z) 11 t/j=(b) E q,(a), 
(same equivalences with = instead of E). 
Also VZ (such that (s, Z) is a condition) (s, Z) It q,(vs(b)) = b, and VZ (such 
that (0, Z) is a condition) (0, Z) It qs(qs(a)) = a. This implies that nS : Me-$ M, 
defined by q(ag) = (qs(a)), is an isomorphism, and that (n;)-*:MS+MB is 
defined by n;‘(a,) = (Ills(a))@. (W e used here the same notation for the 
interpretation of a P-name relatively to a generic sequence: (a), and the notion 
(qQa)>,. But there should not be any confusion, s being finite.) 0 
So in the case of Prikry forcing, there is a unique (transitive) model MS. Let 
Ult, be the oth iterated ultrapower of M modulo the rc-ultrafilter U and let 
6 = (i&x): n < o) be the sequence of the finite iterates of K. 
Claim 3.4. Zf P is Prikry forcing, s E [K]<~, then MS = Ult,[6], and for any 
P-name a, a, = (ioo(a))s-6. 
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Proof. Let us consider f: M,+ Ult,[6], a, ~(&(a)),-, (by this we mean the 
interpretation of the i,,,(P)-name &,,(a) relatively to the generic sequence s-8). 
f is well-defined: let us assume (s, 2) 11 a = b. Then (s, iti( Ik &(a) = i,,(b). 
Since Z E U, 6 c iOo(Z). Hence we obtain (s, &,(Z)) E G,,. So (ioo(u)s-6= 
(i&b)),-+ 
By the same way, one checks that a, E b, implies f(u,) Ef(b,), and by Claim 3.2 
that a, # b, implies f(u,) #f(b,). 
Let us show f is onto. Let x E Ult,[a] = Ult,[s - 61. s - 6 is generic over Ult,, 
hence there is an i,(P)-name y such that x = (Y)~-+ 
There is n < w such that y = iOog(Gl,), f or some g E “M rl M. We consider the 
following P-name: a = (g’(y 1 ([lsl, I,l+nr,v)). Then (s _ ai,, Z) It k(u) = Y, and this 
for any Z. Hence (ioo(u)),-6 = (Y)~-+ 0 
It is a result of [2] that Ult,[a] is elementary equivalent to any Prikry extension 
M[o] (also consequence of Lemma 1.9). Hence it is natural to obtain the 
following claim. 
Claim 3.5. For any s and any generic sequence a, (M,, Es) is elementary 
equivalent to (M[a], E) for the language zM. 
Proof. For any P-name a, we have: 
M[a] t: q,((~)~) iff 3n0 Vn 2 no 32 (ol,, Z) It C&U). 
Hence 
MaI k d@Ll) iff % Vn 2 no UC+ &I.) k Q&$- 
Let b be a P-name such that for any generic sequences t, t’ with t =fin r’, one 
has (b), =(b),,. Let us show that for any s, t, (Ill,(b))@= (I&(b))@ = bg. In 
particular it is true for b =x’, x E M. Let Z be such that inf(Z) > sup(s). Then for 
any generic H so that C, c Z, (q,(b)), = (b),,= (b),. Hence (0, Z) 11 
qs(b) = b, and we obtain (qs(b))@= bg. In the same way, b, = (cpJb)),. We 
deduce that, for any x E M, n < CD, s, 
(JQVOI”) = w&N0 = 20 and JG,(XI~) = (cp,(K)), = &. 
Applying the isomorphisms (~~1”) -I, for n < CO, and then rrsTd,, we get: 
(M[ol, E) k rp(x) iff 3no Vn 3 no (M,I., &lJ k Q~&I.) 
iff 3no Vn 2 no (Me, EJ != Q)&) 
iff (MB, 4) b p7(%) 
iff (M,, Es) k q(5), where x EM. Cl 
In the case of Prikry forcing, since we consider transitive structures, we can 
assume JC~ : MB+ M, is the identity. This implies that for any s and any P-name a, 
(Il?r(a))0 = as. 
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Lemma 3.6. Let P be Prikry forcing. For any x E M, s E [K]<~, _Cs = Xg, let E be 
infinite co and let a be a P-name such that for any generic sequences z, z’ 
satirfying tlE = t’lE, one has (a), = (a),.. Then for any s, t E [K]<@ such that 
IsI = (tl and sIE = tlE, we obtain a, = a,. In particular, if b satisfies (b)5 = (b),., for 
any generic sequences z, z’ such that 3n,Vn 3 no r(n) = t’(n), then for any 
s, t E [K]'" so that IsI = Itl, b, = b,. 
Proof. Let x E M. We saw in the previous proof that (qs(_2))B = a?@. Hence 
& = (~~(XI))~ = xg. 
Let now a be as in the hypotheses of Lemma 3.6, and let s, t be such that 
IsI = ItI and slE = tlE. Let Z be so that inf(Z) > sup(s, t). For any generic H such 
that C, = Z, (&(a))c, = (a),-c, = (c),-C, = (%(a))o, since (s - Gf)l~ = 
(t ^ c,)[,. Hence (0, 2) IF vS(a) = V,(a), this implies (&(a))@ = (q%(a))@ and 
finally a, = a,. 
For the last result one takes E = o\ IsI. q 
We assume from now on that our forcing P is Prikry forcing. If u is a Prikry 
sequence over M, we study under which conditions a set X E M[a] may belong to 
M[a(,], for E c o. 
Let ii E M[a] and 2 = (A),. We consider, for s E [K]<~, the function A”(t) = 
A,? if inf(t) > sup(s), A”(t) = 0, otherwise. 
Since U is a normal K-ultrafilter, there exist X, E U, (Fk(s): 1 G k < w), a 
sequence of finite subsets of CO, a function &: [K]<"'+ M and (ck: k < o), a 
sequence of constants such that: (i) if F,(s) #0, then for any Jtl= k, t c X,, 
A”(t) = g&l& and gs(Ix,ll~(s)( is one-to-one; (ii) if F,(s) = 0, then for any t 
such that Jtl = k, t cXS, one has A”(t) = ck. 
Let X, = a, X, = {(Y < K: Vs (sup(s) < LY--, (Y E X,)}. Then X, E 17, let m, < 
w be such that for any m 3 mA, o(m) E X,. By noticing that, for any 
mAcm<m’, AU’m(ol,m,m,, - t) = A"lm'(t) and ol[m,m.t tXA, one can check that, 
for k < w, 
F,,,-,,,+&I,) r-l [m’ -m, o[=(m’ -m) + F,(o(,.) 
(we set m + 0 = 0). 
Definition 3.7. Let WA = mA + UkCo F,(a(,,). We have w, II [m, o[=m + 
Uk<o Fk(&), for any m 5 mA- 
Proposition 3.8. Let A = (A), c M[ol,]. Then A E M[al,] ifl WA cfin E. 
Proof. From left to right: if A E M[al,], then A is coded by x EM and c&. Let 
us write A = cod@, (~1~) and let (ul,,,, 2,) E GO be such that 
(elm,,, Zo) IF A = cod@, YE) 
(where y and yE are the canonical names for u and ~1~). 
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Let 1712 sup(mO, mA). Let us show that if t, t’ are such that t, t’ c X, fl Z,,, 
inf(t U t’) > (al,), (alm-t)lE = (01, -t’)lE and It( = (t’(, then AOlm(t) = A”lm(t’). 
This will prove the result. 
By Claim 3.2 we have the equivalences: 
3Z (ol, - t, 2) It-A = cod@, yE) iff in M,lml = MB 
A+t = cod(@)+-,, (Y&,-J, 
32 (c&-t’, Z) IkA = cod@, yE) iff A,I~-~, = cod((x’),lm-t, (Y~)~I,-~,), 
But by Lemmaq 3.6, (_Qml = (.QmlS and (Y~),I,-~ = (yE)+-(,. The left expres- 
sions are satisfied, hence we get A,lml = A+-tT. 
From right to left: since k cM[al,], f or any x EM we want to be able to 
decide in M[al,] whether cod@, alE) EA. But 
cod@, u.(~) EA iff 3m,Vm 3 mo cod((4+ (Y&I,) E A,(,/ 
Since W, cfin E, let m, 2 m, be such that W, II [ml, u[cE fl [ml, w[. Let 
rnanq, UJ[rnj,rn[ = X,4 7 hence for any t c X, such that ItI = m - ml and 
(al,,-f)lE = oIEnm, we have +,, =AOlml(Q Also (Y&, = (Y&I,,,,-~, for any t 
such that ItI = m - ml and (ul,, -t)lE = uIEnm. We thus obtain for any x E M, 
cod+, al,) EA iff 3m o~m,Vm~mo3tcX,~t~=m-m,, 
(ul,,-t)lE = uIEnrn such that cod(($l,,,,-z9 (~d~l,,-J ~Aaiml(t). 
Hence finally A E [alEI. Cl 
For any set of ordinals A in M[u], A E M[ulw,]. If A $ M, then ulw, is the 
‘least’ generic sequence t such that A E M[z]. Also if order-type(A) <K, then 
one can show that ul w, E M[A]. We do not know whether it is true for any set of 
ordinals. 
4. Countable unions and intersections 
We consider now countable unions and intersections of generic extensions. Let 
X E M[u], u Prikry generic over M. We shall (abusively) denote by M[X] the 
least inner model N such that M c N, X E N (i.e., the model L(M U TC({X}))), 
and by M(X) the least inner model N such that M c N and X c N (i.e., the 
model L(M U TC(X))). (We do not mean the least inner models N such that, 
respectively, X fl N E N, and X n N c N.) 
Let (E,,: n < w) be a sequence of infinite subsets of w, and let m = (m,: n < 
o) E mm be strictly increasing. 
Definition 4.1. We set E, = IJ,, (E,, fl [m,, m,+,[), and if u is Prikry generic, a,,, 
denotes ulE_. 
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4.1. Unions 
Let ( 0,: n < o ) E M[a] be a sequence of generic sequences such that 
M[u,] ~M[u,+i]. We can assume that a,, = &, and that E,, c E,,, c w, 
E, #fin En+,, for any n < 0. 
Proposition 4.2. Let B = {s E [K]“: 3n < o s =fin a,,}. 
- M[Bl = f-l, NoA 
- M[Bl, M(B) = M({ a,,: n < o}), and U, M[u,] have same sets of ordinals. 
Corollary 4.3. Zf we consider (a,,: n < o) as a strictly increasing sequence of 
M-degrees, then this sequence admits no least upper bound. 
Proof. Let us show M[B] = n,,, M[u,,,]. The arguments of the proof will yield the 
second part of Proposition 4.2. 
Let m E Ow be strictly increasing. We first note that since, for any n < CO, 
E, = E,+I, we have EP fl [m,, o[cE,,, f~ [m,, w[, for any p <CO, and hence 
B E M[u,,,]. 
Let us argue by c-induction to show n,,, M[u,,,] c M[B]. Let A E 0, M[u,,,] 
and A c M[B]. If A = (A),, then we consider the previous notions X,, m, , W,. 
Claim 4.4. There exists q < w such that WA cfin E,. 
Proof. Let us suppose that for no n < CO, WA cfin E,. Then we can construct 
inductively a strictly increasing sequence m = (m,: n < CO) such that m, E W,\ 
E,. Since A E M[u,,,], by Proposition 3.8, W, cfin E,. Let pO < o be such that 
K C-I [po, dcEm f~ [po, a[. If m, 2~0, then m, E WA but also m, 4 E,. 
Contradiction. Cl Claim 4.4 
In M[B], there exists a function F: B+ o such that F(s) = n iff s =fin a,. For 
example, F can be defined by F(s) = n iff 3 (so, s, . . . , s,_~) n-tuple of elements 
of B such that si ChnSi+l, St #enSi+l, for i <n - 1, s,_~ c~,,s, s,-~ #fin~, and 
Vt E B, either (3 C n t =fin si) or (t =fin s) or (s cfi, C, s #fi, t). 
We shall consider an auxiliary notion: let s, s’ E “K (o-sequences and not sets 
of ordinals). Then s =f s ’ iff 3no Vn >nos(n)=s’(n). Let B={sE%:3p<o 
s =fuP}. We shall show M[B] =M[@ and M[B] = n, M[u,,J Obviously 
B E M[B]. 
Now let (nk: k < o) be an increasing enumeration of Eo. Then a0 E M[B] and 
for any s E B, we have 
s E B iff (F(s) = n) implies (3ko Vk 2 k. 1s fl co(k)1 = lEn f3 nk(. 
Hence M[B] = M[@ 
If x E M[B], we want to decide in M[Z?] whether x E A. Any element x in M[l?] 
is coded by some r E & t EM and J?. We write x = cod(z, z, B). (Given 
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x E M[B], we may not be able to choose in M[B] (r, z) such that x = 
cod(r, z, B). But for any (r, z) we want to decide whether cod(r, z, B) E k. cod 
is devised so that it is defined for any (r, z).) Let fi be the canonical name for B. 
Then for any Prikry sequences u’, o” such that u’ =f d’, we have (fi),. = (8),.. 
We deduce from Lemma 3.6 that if s, s’ E [K]<” are such that Is] = (~‘1, then 
& = &. 
If p < w, let Yp be the canonical name for the o-sequence (not the set) 
up : ( Y,)~ = op. For t E g, F(t) = p and k, = IEp fl n 1, n < co, let us consider the 
P-name f3(n, t) = (rk*)* ypI(lk~,oljv. Then 8 E M[B]. 
Let r E B and F(r) =p. Since t =f op, there is kno< w such that ~)l~~~,~, = 
up Ilk”,, ol (as w-sequences). For any n 3 no, r = (6(n, T))~ and for any 2 E U, 
(CT/,, 2) 11 e(no, r) = e(n, 9. This last expression implies (0(n,, t))+ = 
(e(n, r))+. Now we get 
cod( r, z, B) E A iff 3fi Vn 2 fi cod((t+o, r))+ (%I,,, (@,,m) E &I. 
iff gfi Vn a fi cod((e(n> r))+ (%\., (&,,,) E -%I.. 
Let q<o and nlarnA be such that W, II [n,, o[ c Eq. Then A,,/. =Aop for 
any i cX, such that (a(,,-~1,~ = c&,-,,. 
Also (0(n, t))Ol. = (6(n, t))t for any t such that ItI = n (because 
(Y, I~,k,W)OI. = (YP l~,k”,df)* 
We finally obtain, for any r E B, z E M, 
cod(r,z,@EA iff 3fisn,Vnsfi3tItl=n, 
ul,, = t, t\& cxA, & = &“n 
and cod((% 9L %, 6,) E &ln,W(n,). 
Since a4 = ~1,~ E M[B], we get A E M[B]. 
It remains to prove 
P(Ord) n (fl M[4) = J’(Ord) n (U M[o,l) . 111 n 
Let A c Ord and A E m M[u,,$ By Claim 4.4, let q < w, n, 2 mA be such that 
WA rl [n,, o[ c Eq. Then for any (Y E Ord, 
LYEA iff 3fisn,Vn2riVt(tl=n, uI,,ct, 
t\uln, cxA, & = uE&tn and & E A, = A”lnl(t\ uln,). 
Hence A E M[u,]. Cl Proposition 4.2 
The model U, M[uJ cannot be a model of ZF. Hence M(B) and M[B] cannot 
satisfy the axiom of choice (otherwise they would be equal to lJ, M[u,]). Jech 
[5] has shown that in the absence of AC, two models of ZF with same sets of 
ordinals may be different. We shall see that according to the definition of 
(E,: n < w) such that a, = &,, M(B) and M[B] may be equal or different. 
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Fig. 2. 
Let A = {s E M(B): s Prikry generic over M}. Then by the previous proposi- 
tion, A = {s E [K]“: 3n < o s c fin a,}. We have M(A) = M[A] = M(B). 
4.1.1. First example where M(B) = M[B] 
For i < o, let US set Ei = {$(n + 1) +j: n < o, j s i} (see Fig. 2). 
Let us define inductively in M(B) the function H : co+= P(A): 
- H(0) = {s E A: s =fin uO}. 
- Let us suppose H(p) is defined. By q = O[p], we mean that ‘3k < w q = kp’. 
Then we set, for s EA, 
s E H(p + 1) iff VS’ E H(p) V.s” E A 3m Vq (q + O[p]) 
or (I! xq E range(s) s’(m + q) <x, <s’(m + q + l), 
s =,=,,, S’ U {x,: q = O[p]} and 
range@“) II (U {[s’(m + q), x,[: q = O[p]}) is finite). 
This definition is carried out in M(B), and one can show by induction on p < o 
that H(p) = {s: s = fin a,}. Hence B = IJ range(H) E M(B). 
4.1.2. Second example, where M(B) # M[B] 
We first present a partial solution to give the idea of the method. For simplicity 
we assume M = Ult, and o = (i,(K): n < CD) (by a slight improvement of 
Lemma 1.9: the formula Q, need satisfy M[G] b q(x, G) c, q(x, H) only for G, H 
generic such that CG =f C, (not C, =fin C,), applying the embedding (iti)-‘; 
this will give the result for any ground model M and for the same definition of 
(E,; n < w)). 
Let f, = (2n, 2(n - l), . . . , 2, 1, 3, . . . , 2(n - 1) + 1, 2n -I- 1). We define in- 
ductively: sg = 0, s,+r = S, -O-t,,+,. Let S = IJ, s,. S looks as follows: 
0102130421350642135 
7086421357901086421... 
We let Ek = {m: S(m) Sk} and ok = &,. We recall that 
B={s~[~J?3k<os= fin ok} and A = {S E [K~]? 3k C w s c~,, ok}. 
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We claim that B cannot be defined in M(A) from a,. Let us assume there is a 
formula cp such that: for some x E Ult,, 
Ult,(A) It B is the unique y such that ~(a~, X, y, A). 
Let B1={s~B:s= fin al}. Then using the function F defined in the proof of 
Proposition 4.2, Fin Ult,[B] = Ult,(A) (by our assumption), one sees that there 
is a formula I/J such that, for some x E Ult,, 
Ult,(A) k B1 is the unique y such that $~(a~, X, y, A). 
Let p < cu be such that, for some f E V, x = ioof(al,). We can assume S(p) = 0. 
Considering f, let us delete each point before, 0, after the pth rank, to obtain a 
set E c co. If we delete each point after 0, after the pth rank, then we get a set 
F c w. More formally, 
meE iff (m~p)or(m>p,S(m)isodd,andVm’<m9(m’)#S(m)), 
m E F iff (m “p) or (m >p, f(m) is even, and Vm’<mS(m’) #f(m)). 
Let iE, iF be the increasing enumerations of E and F. They can be represented as 
in Fig. 3. 
There exist two elementary embeddings: kE : Ult, [ a] --, Ult, [ alE] and 
kF:Ulto[o]+Ult,[o~F] so that, if K, = iOa(K), (YE Ord, then kE(Kq) = IQ+ 
kF(Kq) = KiF(q)j for 4 < 0. 
The reason is that f, : Ult, - Ult, defined by 
Mhg(~0, . . . , G-I)) = iOog(KiB(Oj, . . . , KiE(n-I)) 
is elementary, and since &a = &, it can be extended by usual forcing 
arguments to an elementary embedding kE : Ult,[a]+ Ult,[&]. 
Let us notice that each k < w is deleted at most once in the construction of E 
and F. Hence for any n < o. E,, cfin E, F. This implies that A E Ult,[&] rl 
wob~Fl. 
Let Ho = izl(Eo) = i;‘(E,) and let Hi = iE’({m: f(m) = i} fl [p, o[), for 0 < i < 
0. Then 
iFH2 =fin {m: s(m) = l}, 
G& + I =,,{m:f(m)=2k+3}, fork<o, 
ilkHzck+lj =fin {m: s(m) = 2k}, for O<k<o. 
0102130 
d 
Fig. 3. 
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Let us set Xi = lJj,i Hi. Then if A = {s: 3s c fin c&}, we get k,(A) = k,(A) = A. 
Also k&x) = k,(x) = x. 
Since 
Ult,[&] I= (3!y v(e, x, Y, A))““-‘“‘, 
applying kB1, we get 
Ult,[a] L(3!y tf+JJ,,, n, y, A))““-(“). 
Let c be such a y in Ult,[a], we obtain both 
Ult,[al,] t= (kEcE(c) is the unique y such that ~(a,, X, y, A))“lfWCA), 
Ult,[al,] b (kF(c) is the unique y such that W(oO, x, y, A))“ltwCA) 
(we used something like k,(Ult,) = Ult,, this can be written rigorously). Hence 
kE(c) = kF(c). Let r E c. Then kE(r) E kcE(c) = B1, and kF(r) E kF(c) = k&c) = 
B1. But kE(t) E B1 implies t =fin oIX1, that is, t =fin c&, U &,. Hence kF(z) =fin 
00 u &I: J(m)=3). So kF(r) 4 B1, and we obtained a contradiction. 
Hence we have shown that B cannot be definable in M(A) from a,. But this 
proof would not work for u1 instead of uo. To prove the result for any a,, n < o, 
we modify slightly the definition of our initial sequence 5. We consider pairs of 
integers: for 1 G n < 0, i < 0, let 
t,(i) = ((2n)ip (2(n - l))i, . . . 7 2i, li, 3i, . . . 7 (2(n - 1) + l)ij (2n + l)i), 
and let 
Z” = f,(o)-t,_,(l)-* * *-t,(n -1)-t,(n). 
We set so=O, sn+l=snA z,. Let S = IJ, s,. This is the sequence: 
lo 20 lo 30 11 40 20 10 30 50 21 11 31 12 60 40 20 lo 30 50 70 41 21 11 31 51. 
We set E, = {m: 3, p s r-s(m) = n,} and a, = ulE,, for r < o. If B E Ult,(A), 
then there are r < o, x E Ult,, a formula QJ such that 
Ult-(A) k B is the unique y such that q(ur, x, y, A). 
If B,+l = {s: s = fin u,+*}, then there must exist a formula ly, x E Ult,, such that 
Ult,(A) k &+I is the unique y such that ~(a~, x, y, A). 
We consider the set C,,, = {m: 3n f(m) = n,,,}. In Fig. 4 the elements of C,,, 
are labeled by n,+l, n < w, the intervals 2 represent o \ C+i. 
We now argue as before to get a contradiction: above some p defined from the 
parameter x E Ult,, we delete the immediate successor labeled n,+r, for some n, 
t 2I 
+--++I -2r+, %+, 3,+, 
x -4r+, 2r+, %+4 3,+, 5r+,- 
Fig. 4. 
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of each interval E to obtain a set E. We delete the immediate predecessor of each 
interval 2 to obtain F. 
Let us assume, for example, that r is even. B,+i is obtained from o restricted to 
the positions labeled np, for n <r + 1, p 6 r, and lr+l, 2,+i, . . . , (r + l)r+l. 
Arguing as previously with the embeddings kE : Ult, [a] -+ Ult,[ alE] and 
kF : Ult,[a] + Ult,[aF], we would get that B,,, is also determined by the 
positions labeled by np, for nor + 1, p or, and by 3,+r, lr+r, 5,+i, . . . , (r + 
3) r+l* But with (r + 3),+, we introduce infinitely many new points, this is 
impossible. 
Let u be Prikry generic over M and let ( a, : n < w ) E M[a] be a sequence of 
generic sequences over M such that, for any n < w, M[.u,] 5 M[o,,+J. We have 
seen that M({u,: n < o}) and M[{s E [K]“: 3n s =fin a,,}] cannot satisfy the axiom 
of choice. One can show a little more. 
Proposition 4.5. Let N be any inner model such that 
M({u,: n < o}) c N c M[{s E [K]“: 31s =fin a,}]. 
Then N does not satisfy the axiom of countable choice. 
Proof. We assume a,, = uIE,, n < w. For any n < CO, E,, c E,,+l, and 
6, #fin J%+,. For p, n < w, let us consider the function nb : d+ o defined by 
nb(p, n) = IuP fl [u,,(n), u,(n + l)[]. Then nb E M. We define now the function 
NB in M({ a,: n < CO}): for s a generic sequence: 
NB(r, n) = Is n [o&r), o&r + l)[l. 
Let T = {s E M({u,: n < CO}): s generic and 3p Vn NB(s, n) = nb(p, n)}. Let us 
define in M({u,: n < CD}) the function f : T - o as follows: f(s) is the unique p 
such that for any n < o, NB(.s, n) = nb(p, n). Then f is onto. For p < CO, let 
Z,={sET:f(s)=p}. Then for any n<w, Z,#0 and (Z,:n<m)E 
M({ a,: n < CD}). If N satisfies the axiom of countable choice, we get in N a 
sequence (8,: n < CO) such that for all n < w, f (s,J = n. 
Let s=lJ{s,:n<o}. Then ]s]sK,,. Hence s tl u E N and s f~ u is generic. 
Since in N, any generic sequence is finitely included in some up, p < CO, there 
exist p,,, ii < o such that for any n > ii, 
NB(u n s, n) s nb(p,, n). (*) 
But for any p < w, there is n,, such that [uO(n,), K[ rl s,, c u. Hence for n 5 nP, 
NB(s tl a, n) 2 NB(s,, n). Also NB(s,, n) = nb(p, n) because f (sP) = p. Hence 
for n > nP, NB(s fl a, n) 2 nb(p, n). 
Necessarily there is n 2 nPO+l, fi such that nb(p, + 1, n) > nb(p,, n). So we 
finally get for such an n: NB(s fl a, n) 2 nb(p, + 1, n) > nb(pO, n). This con- 
tradicts (*). 0 
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Corollary 4.6. Let M = L[U] and ( a,,: n < o) be defined as above from u Prikry 
generic over M. Then in L({u,: n < w}) (or in M[{s E [K]~; 3ns =fin a,}]), no 
inner model of the axiom of countable choice can satisfy the covering property. 
Proof. Let us assume that in L( { a,: n < w}) (or in the model M[{s E [K]“: 3n 
s =fin a,}]) N is an inner model of the axiom of countable choice which satisfies 
the covering property. 
Now within N, let us suppose that the core model K satisfies the covering 
property. This would imply that in L({ a,: n < w}), (QN satisfies the covering 
property, which is impossible since (ZQN c (K)L((an’ nto)) c L[U]. Hence in N, K 
does not satisfy the covering property and by Dodd-Jensen (this does not require 
AC) there must exist an inner model of the form L[D], D a A-ultrafilter. 
By Kunen [7], L[D] is an iterated ultrapower of L[U] (the converse cannot 
occur because (VK)“[“’ = (VK)L((o.‘nto))). Hence we have 
(v;c)M%:“‘~))= (VK)LIUI=(V~)LtDIC(V,)N 
which gives ( VK)L((un’ n<o)) = (V,)“. Since N satisfies the covering property 
relatively to L( { a,: n < o}), for any p < o, there exists X, E N such that a,, c X, 
and 1X,1=&. Hence u,EN, foranyp<w. So N=L({u,:n<o}) (or 
L({u,: n <w}) c N c M[{s E [K]“: Ins =fin a,}] 
if we started from M[{s E [K]“: 3ns =fin a,}]). 
In both cases, N cannot satisfy the axiom of countable choice. •i 
(We wrote M[B] and not L[B] in order not to be confused with the usual 
meaning of L[B].) 
Chang’s model C (see [l]) and L(“Ord) are the least inner models closed 
respectively under countable sequences, and countable sequences of ordinals. 
If the universe satisfies the axiom of countable choice, then one can check that 
C = L(“Ord). This is not always the case, as can be seen in the next corollary. 
Corollary 4.7. Let again M = L[ U] and let (E,,: n < o ) be chosen as in the second 
example. Then in M[{s E [K]“: 3n s = fin a,}], C and L(“Ord) are different. 
Proof. Let again B = {s: 3n s =fin a,,}, and for n < w, let a, = {s: s =fin a,}. Then 
a, l L({u,: n < o}), for 12 < 0, and (a,:n<o)EM[B]. But (a,:n<o)$ 
L({u,: n < o}), since B $ L({u,: n < 0)). Hence L({u,,: n < w}) 5 C. Also since 
M[B] and L({u,,: n < w}) have same sets of ordinals, “Ord tl M[B] c L({u,: n < 
w}). Finally in M[B], V = C and C # L(“Ord). 0 
4.2. Intersections 
Let us now deal with countable intersections of Prikry extensions. Let 
(u,:n<w) be a sequence of Prikry sequences over M such that 
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M%+1lS Wnl, f or any n < o. We want to study n,, M[cr,]. By Proposition 2.1 
we can assume a,,, t a,. Let (E,,: n < o) be a sequence of infinite subsets of o 
such that o,, = a&,. Then for any n < w, E,,, c E,, and E,, #fi,, E,,,. Our 
reference generic sequence (I will be a,. 
If m E Ow, then we consider the same notions as before: E,, a,, constructed 
from u and (E,: n < o). 
Proposition 4.8. Let D = {s E [K]“: 3ms =fin a,}. 
- n, w4 = wi. 
- The models U,,, M[u,,,], M(D) = M({ (J ,,,: m E “w}) and M[D] have same sets 
of ordinals. 
Proof. We use the same arguments as in the proof of Proposition 4.2. Let 
m E *co. Then for any n < w, E,,, cfin E,. Hence D E n,, M[o,]. Now it is not so 
easy as before, given s E D, to determine, inside M[D], an m E @co such that 
s =fin a,,,. To do this, we shall consider a ‘cofinal’ subset C of D. Let us define 
inductively the set E c CO: 
- no = least element of E. = 0; 
- let P,,-~ be defined. For each i <p, let mi be the least n 5 rip-i such that 
n E Ei\Ei+,. We set np = least n in EP which is greater than sup{mo, . . . , m,_i}. 
Let E = {n,,:p < w}. Then uIE E M[D] (because uIE c a,,,, for m = (n,:p < 
w )). By definition of E, for any i < j sp, 
For i “p, let US set f(i, p) = IEi n [n,, n,+Jl. Then f EM and if i <j <p + 1, 
f (i, p) >f (i, p). We define, for any s E D, p < w, g(s, p) = Is n [4n,), dn,+d[l. 
Since f& E M[D], g E M[D]. 
Let us restrict ourselves now to the m’s in @w such that m = (mk: k < o) and 
for k < o, mk E E. For each k < w, let pk be such that mk = npk. The E,‘s which 
correspond to such m’s can be represented as in Fig. 5. Let us assume s =Bn a,,, ;
0 4 “2 n3 n4 n5 n6 n7 
. . . . . . . . 
f i E. 
E c 4 
E c E2 
- 5 
m CJ 4 m2 m3 m4 
Fig. 5. 
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for such an m it is then possible to identify in M[D] the corresponding m: for p 
large enough, 
Let k be such that mk =n,,Sn, <nP+l~nP~+, =~lt,++~. Necessarily kGpksp. 
We have E,,, fl [n,, n,+r[ = -% fl [n,, %+I [. So there exists k up such that 
g(s, p) =f(k, p). This k is unique because f(i, p) #f(j, p), for i <j up. Let us 
call it k(p). 
Hence we can deduce in M[D] that between a@,) and a(n,,+r), we are on 
level k(p): s n [&), o(n,+J = ok(p) n [a(n,), ~(n,+~)[. Formally let m’ = 
(m;: k < OI) be such that m;,, = sup{n,+,: 3!k “pg(s, p) =f(k, p)}. We can 
certainly modify the beginning of m ’ so that m ’ is of the right kind and s =fin a,,,. 
Rather than showing that {s: 3rn = (mk: k < w) Vkmk E E, s =fin CL} belongs 
to M[D], we shall consider a subset. Let 8 = {m = (mk: k < w): Vk 3pk mk = nPt 
and pk+l apk + 2). The E,,,‘s corresponding to the m’s in 0 are thus represented 
by stairs such that the length of each step is 32. For example, see Fig. 6. 
Let C = {s: 3m E 8s =fin a,}. 
Claim 4.9. c E M[D]. 
Proof. We claim that for any s E D, 
s E C iff ZIP Vp >p 3 sp g(s, p) = f (i, p) and either g(s, p + 1) 
= f (i, p + 1) or g(s, p - 1) = f (i, p - 1). 
The implication from left to right is immediate. So let s E D satisfy the right-hand 
side. Since s E D, there are m E Oo, p1 ap such that 
s n [o&J, K[ = o, n [o(n,,), ~1. 
Hence for p zpl, g(s, p) = IE,,, n [n,, n,+Jl. For p spl, let i sp be such that 
g(s, p) =f (i, P) = IEm n In,, n,+l [I. There are only two really different configura- 
tions on [n,, n,+J of E,,, which realize IE,,, rl [n,, r~,+~[l = IEi fl [n,, n,,+Jl for 
0 4 “2 n3 “4 “5 “6 =7 “8 
. . . . . . . . . 
E c % 
m 
0 5 m2 m3 
Fig. 6. 
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level Ei 
nf n[ level Ej nj+:IIIr ~ 
Fig. 7. 
isp. This is due to the fact that ]Ei II [n,, n,+,[l > lEj* n [n,, n,,+l[l, for 
j <j’ sp. The configurations are as in Fig. 7, for j < i C k. By V, we mean that 
some elements disappear. 
Let us assume situation 2 holds on [n,, n,+J, and let us examine what can hold 
on [+1, n,[ and ]n,+l, np+2 [. We have Fig. 8. The graph of E,,, must be in the 
shaded areas. This implies g(s, p - 1) af(j, p - 1) and g(s, p + 1) cf(k, p + 1). 
Since f(j, p - 1) >f(i, p - 1) and f(k, p + 1) Sf(i + 1, p + 1) <f(i, p + l), we 
finally get g(s, p - 1) >f(i, p - I>, g(s, p + 1) <f(i, p + 1) and gh P) =fG, PI. 
So the right-hand side could not be satisfied. Hence at p 3p1, necessarily 
situation 1 occurs. Finally s E C. Cl Claim 4.9 
Claim 4.10. M[C] = f-l, M[o,]. 
Proof. Again this is proved by e-induction. Let A E n, M[a,,] and A c M[C]. If 
A = (A),,, let W, be associated with A. Since A E n, M[a,], by Proposition 3.7, 
for each n < o, W, cc,, En. Hence there exists m. E ww such that W, cc,, E,,. 
a,,, E M[C] (because there is an m E 8 such that a,,,, c am). 
Since also oIE E M[C], gl cXo E M[C]. Hence by the same arguments as above, 
there is F: C+ 8, in M[C], such that for any s E C, s =fin a,(,). We can now 
argue as in Proposition 4.2 to conclude that M[C] = 0, M[a,], and hence 
M[D] = n, M[u,]. q Claim 4.10 
Fig. 8. 
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The models U,,, M[o,,,] and n, M[u,] have the same sets of ordinals because if 
k c Ord, A en, M[o,], A = (A),, then W, cfin E,,,,, for some m, E Oo. This 
concludes the proof of Proposition 4.8. q 
Again, depending on the definition of (E,: n < w ), we can have M(D) = M[D] 
or M(D) # M[D]. 
4.2.1. First example, where M(D) = M[D] 
This example is based on the same prinicple as the example for the increasing 
sequence of Prikry sequences. Let us set, for n < o, E,, = {ip (p + 1) + i: n 6 i < 
p + 1). The E,,‘s can be represented as in Fig. 9. 
Forp<o, let k,=ip(p+l), and let mo=(kn:n<~). Then o,,={a(k,- 
l):p<w) belongs to M(D). Let X={m~~~:m=(m,:n<o) and Vnm,E 
{k,: p < o}}. Let us show that there is a formula (p with parameter a,, (and 
elements of M) such that, for any m E X, any s generic in M(D), 
s =fin onl iff M(D) k fp(s, m). 
For example we can consider the formula Q)(s, (kPn: n < 0)): 
‘Vs’ generic such that s’ fl s = 0 3no Vn 2 no Vp 
such that k,. s k, Ck,,,, s k,,,, (I]a(k, - l), a(k,+, - l)] r~ s] =p + 1 -n) 
and (max(s’ fl ]a(k, - l), a(k,+, - l)]) < min(s n ]a(k, - l), u(k,+, - l)]))‘. 
If m E wo, let h(m) be the least m’ E X such that m 6 m’ (i.e., for all 
n, m(n) <m(n)). Then in M(D), for any m fz OO_I, s l [K]~, s =fin a,, iff s 
generic and Vs’ such that QJ(S’, h(m)) 3p. Vp 3 p. Vf, g such that (f enumerates 
s’ n ]u(kp_l - l), u(k,+, - l)]) and (g enumerates EhC,,,) n ]k,_, - 1, k,,, + l]), 
{k:f(k) ES} = {k: g(k) E E,,,}. 
Finally we obtain D E M(D). 
4.2.2. Second example, where M(D) # M[D] 
Letusdefine,fornal, t,=(l,2 ,..., n,n+l,n ,..., 2,l). Wesets,=& 
&I+1 = s, -tl-tz-. . .- t,,, Let S = n, s,. Then S is the following: 
1211211232112112321 
1234321 121 12321 . . . 
0123456789 IO II 12 13 I4 15 
E. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
% 
. . . . . . . . . . 
*2 . . . . . . 
E3 
. . . 
E4 
. 
Fig. 9. 
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1121123211234321 
2 232 23432 
3 343 
4 
Fig. 10. 
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2 
12321 
232 
3 
123 E. 
2 4 
*2 
B3 
(We leave some space between groups of numbers only to indicate the formation 
of S.) 
Let us set Ep = {n < w: s(n)>p}. We can represent the different Ep’s in 
Fig. 10. 
This is a succession of triangles T,, n 3 2, see Fig. 11. 
We sketch now the idea of the proof. Let A = {s E M(D): s generic}. Then 
A = {s: 3m E own cfin a,,,}, and A E M(A) = M(D) = M({u,,,: m E [o]“}). Let 
us assume D E M(A). Then D would be definable in M(A) from A, some x E M, 
and some a,,,,, m. E Oo. By using for example the ‘cofinal’ set C in the proof of 
Proposition 4.8 and the argument (relating C and D) at the end of the previous 
example, one shows that there exists in M[D] a function F’ :A- P(o) such that 
for any s E A, s =fin alFtO). Moreover this function is defined in M[D] with only 
parameters D, a,, for some ml (in fact what we called al,) and elements of M. 
Let m23mo, ml. Given E,,,,, we define a sequence of triangles ( Tk: 2 s k < w ), 
located above the graph of the step function which represents E,, (see Fig. 12). 
Let us call these particular triangles the shaded triangles. Let nk, 2 =S k < co, be 
the point corresponding to the top of the shaded triangle Tk (we have $(&) = k). 
Then 6= o((nt:2Sn<ot belongs to M(A) (because 6cz a,,,, for m =0-l- (& + 1: 
2Sk)). 
Let 2 = {s: s =hn 6) = {s: F’(s) =fin { nk: 2sk < co}}. Z must be definable in 
M(A) with only parameters A, a,, and elements of M. We now argue as in the 
case of the increasing sequence of Prikry sequences. Let p < o be determined by 
the parameter element of M (the parameter x was such that x = 
&uJf(~o, * * - 7 K~_*)). We consider: 
- the set E obtained by deleting after rank p, each 1 at the left extremity of the 
basis of a shaded triangle; 
- the set F obtained by deleting, after rank p, each 1 at the right extremity of the 
basis of a shaded triangle. 
This is represented in Fig. 13. 
?I = I-2-3-n- \ 3-2;1 
2,3 . . . n . . . 3, * 
. . . n . . . 
j\/ 
3 
xl 
Fig. 11. 
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Fig. 12. 
kE and kF are defined as before from iE and iP Since we delete only points 
labeled 1, we must have M(A) c M[al,], M(A) c M[al,]. E,, fl (U {bases of 
the shaded triangles}) = 0. Hence a,,,, is not modified when we go from M[a(,] to 
M[al,] applying kE1 and kF It is also the case for A and the element of M used 
in the definition of Z. But applying kFokE1, we would get that: 
{ s: s =fin oI{nt:2<k<o)] = (3: s =fin oI{ne-l:2~ktw)]. 
This is impossible. 
Let again D = {s: 3m E Ows = fin a,}. This time M(D) and M[D] will satisfy 
DC but not much more, as is shown in the following proposition. 
Proposition 4.11. M(D) and MID] = n,, M[o,] satisfy DC. Let N be any inner 
model such that M(D) c N c M[D]. Then in N, there exists a family of nonempty 
sets, of cardinal@ 2% and without any choice function. 
Proof. Let us show first that as a countable intersection M[D] satisfies DC. Let R 
be any relation on a set X E M[D] such that for any x E X, there is y E X such that 
k Y) E R. 
We define inductively (x,: n < o): let x,+~ = least y E X for the well-ordering 
of M[a,+,] such that (x,, y) E R. Let n < o be fixed. Then (xk: k 2 m) E M[a,], 
and hence (xk: k < o) E M[a,]. We thus get (xk: k < W) E n,, M[a,,]. 
Claim 43. “M(D) fl M[D] c M(D). 
Proof. Let f: co+ M(D) belong to M[D]. Let again A = {s: 3ms qn a,,,}. 
A E M(A) = M(D). S ince M[D] satisfies DC, there exists ((q,, s,): n < w) E 
n2 P 
7 
2321, . 234321, 
Fig. 13. 
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M[D] such that for any n < o, f(n) is coded in M(A) by (A, x,, s,) where 
x,EM, s,EA. But (( x,, s,): n < w ) can be viewed as a subset of M. M(A) and 
M[D] have same subsets of M (the proof is identical to the one given for sets of 
ordinals. So f E M(A). Cl Claim 4.12 
We deduce that M(D) satisfies DC. 
The proof of the existence of a family of nonempty sets, of cardinality 2% and 
without any choice function, is very similar to the proof in Proposition 4.5. We 
take a sequence (k, : p < o ) such that for any i < j c p, 
IEi n Lkp.7 kp+,[l ’ IEj n [kp, kp+l[lt 
and kP E EP. Then (a(k,): p < CO) E M(D). We consider the set 
A = {m E wo: m(n) E {k,:p < w} for any n < w}. 
Let nb: A x o+ o be such that nb(m, p) = IE,,, fl [k,, k,+,[(. We define in 
M(D), for s generic sequence, 
Let 
NB(s, P) = Is n WJ, @,+d[l. 
T = {s generic: s E M(D) and 3m E A Vp < o NB(s, p) = nb(m, p)}. 
Using the properties of A (for example the fact that if m(k) < m’(k), then 
nb(m, m(k)) < nb(m’, m(k))), we now argue in a way similar to Proposition 4.5 
to get a family {Zm: m E A} with no choice function. 0 
As before we deduce the next corollary. 
Corollary 4.13. Let M = L[U] and let (a,,: n -C CO) be defined as above. Then in 
Z,({u,,,: m E “w}) (or in L(TC({D}))), no inner model of AC can satisfy the 
covering property. 
There is another way (we mentioned briefly in the second examples) of proving 
the previous kind of results. For E = (E,: n < w ) and m E -w, let E, have the 
same meaning as before. If o is generic over M, we set 
B(a, E) = {s: 3n s =fin c&}. 
Let us consider the formula q: 
&a) = ‘VE such that Vn < w E(n) c E(n + 1) and E(n) ffin E(n + l), 
n M[c&_] = M[B(o, WI’. 111 
(One adds a unary predicte for M, the extended truth lemma holds, as does 
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Lemma 1.9.) If CT =fin r, then M[a] k &a)t* q(t). Hence by Lemma 1.9, 
M[a] k q,(a) iff {p E P:p It- q(r)} dense in P 
iff i,,,_(p: p IF q(T)) dense in &(P) 
iff Ult,[6] L q(6), 
where Ult, = oth iterated ultrapower of M modulo the normal K-ultrafilter CJ 
and a = (ME: n < 0). (The elementary equivalence between M[a] and 
Ult,[a] is due to [2].) 
We can thus argue in Ult,[6], and in this case a proof can be found which does 
not involve any forcing argument. But one can show, using Claim 3.4, that the 
arguments correspond exactly to the ones given previously. Let us give an 
example of this type of arguments in a simpler situation. Let 
o = (&(K): a < 0’) and 
Z = {E: E c co*, order-type(E) = w, sup(E) = w’}. 
Then Dehornoy [2] has shown that B = {s: 3E E Zs =fin alE} cannot be well- 
ordered in n,<,z Ult,. Let us show the following proposition. 
Proposition 4.14. 
mcw2 u1t, = Ult&[B] = Ult,z(B). 
n n<oJ* UlLand U&Z Ult,z[a/,] have same sets of ordinals. 
Proof. We write K, = i&K), for a: E Ord. Let us prove Proposition 4.14 by 
e-induction. Let X c Ult,z[B] and X E n,<,* Ult,. Since X E n,<,z Ult,, there 
exists, for n < w, a function fn one-to-one (or constant) such that X = 
&,,,&(a[,), where E,, finite cwlt (E,, =O if fn constant). Let k < w. 
(L, &O k sn<w) EUl&, hence (i ORo2(x): n < 0) E u1t,,. So 
(i,, o z(~): n < o ) E nk ult,,. But for each II < o, when fn one-to-one, 01~” = 
(6 dfn)-‘(i on g~(X)). Hence (01~“: n < w) E nk Ult,,. So necessarily, for any 
k < co, I(iJ,, En) rl wkl is finite. Hence E = LJ, E, either is finite or belongs to Z. 
In any case (~1~ E UltJB]. By using (K,,: n < co) which belongs to B as a 
reference sequence as previously, one can show that there exists in UltJB] a 
function F: B-, Z such that for any s E B, s =,=,” ajFcsj. 
Any x E Ult,z[B] is coded in Ult,#B] by some (B, z, s) where z E Ult,z, s E B. 
Let us write x = (cod(B, z, s))“‘t~Ozlsl. Let 
a = (Km*+,: a: < o’) and fi = {s: 3E E Zs =fin ~1~). 
Let a, j3 < K. Then i,,,oi,,, = i. or+B. We can derive from this equality (relativized 
to the different iterated ultrapowers) that if on G (Y < w*, then i,, &K,) = 
KOZ+II-con. We thus deduce that i on &B) = fi and that i,, wzIul,,,,slB1 : Ult,z[B] + 
Uh o~+o~[8] is elementary. Let z E Ult,z and z = iopowz(Z) for some p. < o, Z. 
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Then by the above property, for n z=pO, 
i, d(z) = i,, o2(Lpo &)) = id 02+dz). 
Let s E B and let p1 be such that s rl [K,~,, K,Z[ c o. Then for n ap1, imnoz(s) = 
(s fl K,,)-B~~~~+,,, where F(s) - on = {p: on + 0 E F(s)}. Then 
x E X iff V(z, s) such that x = (cod(B, z, s))“‘~~*‘~~ 3n0Vn 2 no 
i,, o2 ((cod(B, z, s))“‘~~‘[~~) E i,, &X) 
iff V(z, s) such that x = (cod(B, z, ~))“‘~~*t~~ 3no Vn 3 no 
cod(& i Wn &), i,, 04~))“‘t”2+“2tB1 E i0dX&,) 
iff V(z, s) such that x = (cod(B, z, ~)“‘~~*t~~ 3no Vn 3 no 
cod(B, i 02 oz+o+), (s f-l Km) - ~~F(s)-on)U’t~*+~*[~l E i. m4d&n). 
Hence the description of X can be done in Ult,$B] using only F, &, 
km: n < co) and i,&cf,: n < 0)). So X E Ult,z[B]. 0 
Let u be Prikry generic over M and let E infinite co be such that E jfin CO. If 
we are not interested in the fact that M[a] is a generic extension of M[al,] or in 
applications to Mathias forcing, there is a simple way of showing that u $ M[ul,]. 
We first reduce the problem to M = Ult, and (Y = (K,: n < w ). Let E = 
{n,:p Co}. Since E ffin o, the set {p < o: nP+I >n, + l} is infinite. Let us 
assume u E M[ul,] and E is a P-name for u: (Z),,, = u. Let .Z = i,,,(Z), for some 
n, 2, and let p C w be so that we have n,+l > nP + 15 n. There exists a Prikry 
sequence s such that uIE = inP+l,nP+I(s). Since also i,+I,nP+,(inm(,T?)) = i,,(Z), we 
get that 
K,*+~ = (n, + 1)st element of (7 = (n, + 1)st element of (io(Z))+ 
= Lp+l,np+* ((n, + 1)st element of (inW(.Z))s). 
This yields a contradiction. 
5. Uncountable unions and intersections 
In this section, we shall omit the proofs. 
5.1. Unions 
Let u be Prikry generic over M, and let (E,: a < o,) be a sequence of subsets 
of o such that for QC ol, E, g&,, E,+l. Let a, = alEm, a< ol. Then 
Ml4 5 M]o,+r]. 
For J c o1 and sup(J) = or, let a, = lJ {a,: LY E J}. 
Proposition 5.1. M({u~: (Y < q}) and tJ,<_, M[uP] have same sets of ordinals. 
Hence M({ a,: LY < w1}) cunnot satisfy AC. 
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The sequence (a,: (Y < coI) considered as a sequence of M-degrees has a least 
upper bound ifi the set of M-degrees {a,: J c ol, sup(J) = or} has a minimal 
element o,,. In this case the least upper bound of (a,: a < ol) is oJo. 
The arguments are very similar to the countable case. In addition, one uses a 
cardinality argument of the form: if f : ml --, co, then there is J c ol, sup(J) = o1 
such that f 1 J = constant. 
In contrast with the countable case where a least upper bound cannot exist, 
there are situation with a least upper bound and situations without. 
Example 5.2. Let CH hold in M and let (ma; cx < ol) be an K,-scale (i.e., 
Va</3<w,3nOVn 2 no m,(n) <m&n), and Vm~003a<w13noVn~ 
n0 m(n) < m,(n)). 
We consider a decreasing sequence of subsets of o, (E,: n < co) such that 
E,,, sfin E,,, for any n < w. Let (E,,,*: CY < ml) be defined as in Section 4 from 
(E,: n < w) and (m,: a < w). Then by Proposition 4.8 (01,~~: (Y < ol) admits 
no least upper bound. 
Example 5.3. LA again CH hold in M. If Z = {E: E infinite, E &, o}, then we 
can extract a sequence (E,: LY < wI) ‘cofinal’ (for C& in Z: Va < /3 < 
w1 E, C& Es and VF E Z 3~ < o1 F cfin E,. 
One can check that for any J c wl, sup(J) = ol, U {EW: (Y E J} =fin CO. Hence 
the least upper bound of ((~1~~: LY< wr) is o. 
5.2. Zntersections 
Let 0 be Prikry generic over M, and let (E,: CY < COG) be a sequence of subsets 
of w such that, for a< oi, E,+l&, E,. Let a, = oIE,, cy< wi. Then 
M[a,+~l s M[GI. 
ForJcwi, sup(J)=w,, let aJ=n{(am:aeJ}. 
Proposition 5.4. n,,,, M[o,] and IJ {M[BJ]: J c ol, sup(J) = ml} have same 
sets of ordinals. 
The sequence (a,: a c a_rl) considered as a sequence of M-degrees has a greatest 
lower bound iff the set of degrees { i?Ji: J c ml, sup(J) = wr} has a maximal element 
BJO. In this case n,<,, M[u,] = M[BJ,]. 
Again there are two situations: 
- Starting with a sequnce (E,: n < w) such that E, c E,+1 and E, ffi, E,+t, and 
assuming CH holds, one can construct a decreasing sequence of degrees 
(&**: (Y < or) as in Proposition 4.2 with no greatest upper bound. 
- Let us assume again CH holds in M and let us consider the sequence 
(E,: a< ol) defined in Example 5.3. We set a, = ulwiE,, (Y < or. Then one 
obtains n,,,, M[u=] = M. 
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